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Framework Conditions
• Name of the project: Virtual Library of Sport 
Science, German abbreviation: „ViFa Sport“
• URL: www.vifasport.de
• Start of the project: February 1, 2006
• Termination of the project phase and presen-
tation to the public: September 26-28, 2007
• Financial support: German Research Society 
(DFG)
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ViFa Starting Page
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Steering Committee
• Central Library of Sport Science (ZBS) of the German 
Sport University (DSHS) in Cologne/Germany
• Federal Institute of Sport Science (BISp), 
Bonn/Germany
• Institute of Applied Training Science (IAT), 
Leipzig/Germany
• German Association of Sport Science (dvs), Hamburg/
Germany
• Library of the Friedrich-Ebert Foundation (FES), Bonn/
Germany
• Advisory board consisting of six specialists from various 
libraries and sport institutions/organisations
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Goals of ViFa
• Bringing together of the different sport-science 
databases at a single website and making them 
freely accessible under a single URL (internet 
address) (one-stop-shop for sport-science 
information).
• Providing a meta search for different sport-
science databases.
• Providing direct access to the media (through 
links to digital fulltexts, online ordering, 
electronic document delivery) if possible.
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Contents of ViFa
• OPAC of the Central Library of Sport Science (ZBS) (includes all books, 
periodicals and electronic media acquired since 1989, more than 132,000 
media altogether).
• OPAC of the Library of the Friedrich-Ebert Foundation (FES) (extract: 
workers-sport and sport-politics literature).
• OPAC of the German Central Library of Medicine (ZBMed).
• SPORTIF databanks of the Federal Institute of Sport Science (BISp): 
SPOLIT (about 155,000 documented books, journal articles and chapters/
articles in books), SPOFOR (research projects), SPOMEDIA (audivisual 
media), special information guide (about 1,700 annotated internet links).
• Databanks of the Institute of Applied Training Science (IAT): SPOWIS 
(about 120,000 literature sources from 1927-1995, main focus: applied 
training science, sport-science research in the former GDR), SPONET 
(about 15,900 sport and sport-science websites).
• Current contents service of the ZBS (up-to-date tables of contents of more 
than 1,200 sport and sport-science journals). 
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Searching ViFa: Simple Search
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Simple Search: Result List (Short Version)
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Searching ViFa: Extended Search
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Extended Search: Result List (Short Version)
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English Terms Cannot Be Used as Descriptors
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Presentation of search results: Long form
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Availability of Documents
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Availability of Documents
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Terminology Work Within the ViFa Project
• About 8,000 BISp descriptors
• About 1,500 terms in the IAT thesaurus plus about 1,000
  terms in the list of descriptors
• About 22,000 system positions in the special classification
  used by the ZBS
• Additional problems:
 Synonyms and different languages (e.g., endurance,
    stamina, Ausdauer, or: exercise test, exercise stress test,
    exercise tolerance test, Belastungstest)
Composite terms (e.g. Kinder- und Jugendsport)
 Orthography (e.g., periodization vs. periodisation)
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List of Concordances
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ViFa Terminology Data Base
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ViFa Terminology Data Sets: Example
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ViFa Terminology Data Sets: Example
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Practical Use of ViFa Terminology Data Sets
• Because of the meta-search technology different
  descriptors for identical concepts (synonyms)
  are not automatically linked.
• The user is only advised to complete his or her
  research results by conducting the search using all
  the different terms listed (this means filling the terms
  into the search mask by hand).
• For the automatic linking of search terms search-
  engine technology will be required. 
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Summary
• The Virtual Library of Sport Science is a cen-
  tral sport-science information portal freely
  accessible via the internet.
• Efforts are being made to secure the sustain-
  ability of the portal.
• Technological improvements are necessary.
• International cooperation is welcome!
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Have a Look at “ViFa Sport” 
Via the ZBS homepage:
Or directly: www.vifasport.de
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Contact
Dr. Florian Seiffert
Zentralbibliothek der Sportwissenschaften
Am Sportpark Müngersdorf 6
D-50933 Köln
E-Mail: seiffert@dshs-koeln.de
Phone: 0049-221-4982-3260
International cooperation:
Dr. Hartmut Sandner
Institut für Angewandte 
Trainingswissenschaft
Marschnerstr. 29
D-04109 Leipzig
E-Mail: sandner@iat.uni-leipzig.de
Phone: 0049-341-4945-133
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This presentation is available at:
http://esport.dshs-koeln.de/108/
Thank you for your attention!
